Auditing hip ultrasound screening of infants at increased risk of developmental dysplasia of the hip
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Background: Clinical examination, while useful, has been shown to be insufficient as the sole screening method in infants. Ultrasound examination at 8 weeks in high risk infants is an integral part of the screening process in some units.

Aims: To show the efficiency of hip sonography in detection of developmental dysplasia of the hips in those without clinically dislocated hips.

Methods: All infants born at the National Maternity Hospital between January 1994 and December 2001 were included. All those with clinically dislocated hips were treated by a Pavlik harness and referred for follow up to a paediatric orthopaedic surgeon. An 8 week hip ultrasound scan was performed for those infants with stable hips on examination but who met the following criteria: (1) a first degree relative with congenital dislocation of hips; (2) breech presentation at birth; and (3) a persistent “click” at birth in an otherwise stable hip.

Results: During the period of study a total of 52 893 infants were born in the National Maternity Hospital. Based on the criteria above, 5485 hip ultrasound scans were performed. Of those scanned, 18 (0.33%) were found to have dislocated hips and 153 (2.78%) to have dysplasic hips. The 18 infants with dislocation were treated with Pavlik harness; the remaining 153 were followed up by serial ultrasound examinations but did not require active intervention.

Conclusions: Among the population of infants at increased risk of developmental dysplasia of the hip, the hip screening programme identified 18 cases among 5485 infants; a rate of 3.2 per 1000. Hip sonography is therefore worthwhile.

The prevalence of hip dislocation varies from 0.7 to 1.6 per 1000 children. Clinical screening to detect neonatal hip instability was introduced in the 1960s. The overall objective of such screening is to detect and treat, at an early stage, those babies considered to be at high risk of congenital dislocation of the hip. Early detection is associated with normal hip development and function by the end of adolescence. However, the use of clinical screening alone is ineffective in the detection of all cases of hip dysplasia. This failure may reflect either inexperienced examiners or limitation in the clinical screening method. These concerns about the reliability of clinical screening, as shown by the MRC report of 1998, have resulted in the consideration of other methods to diagnose dysplasia.

In the 1980s the practice of ultrasonographic imaging of the cartilaginous newborn hip began. Prior to this the hips were radiologically examined by x ray at 4 months. We previously have examined the value of this mode of examination at 4 months. Some European countries have adopted ultrasound scanning as the primary screening method. Real time ultrasound has been established as an accurate method of imaging the hip during the first few months of life. Ultrasound offers a sensitivity and specificity in excess of 90%.

We introduced our hip ultrasound programme following a pilot study in 1994. We performed ultrasound on those infants deemed to be at greater risk of dysplasia.

In this study we have undertaken to assess and audit the value of hip ultrasound screening during the seven years of its operation.

Patients and Methods

To determine the most appropriate timing for hip ultrasonography in those at risk infants we performed a pilot study at the National Maternity Hospital. In this study we performed hip sonography on 131 (262 hips) infants at increased risk of developmental dysplasia of the hip at day 3 and 8 weeks of life, and hip x ray at 4 months of life. Of these, 40 had a positive family history of hip dislocation in a first degree relative, 68 were breech presentation at birth, and 23 had persistent clicks (equivocal examination) on physical examination.

The results of this study (fig 1) were that there were 191 normal hips on both ultrasonic and radiographic examinations. Forty nine had abnormal day 3 scans, of which 42 had normalised by the 8 week scan; the other seven showed continued improvement in subsequent studies up to 1 year. In 11 hips the day 3 and week 8 scans were immature but all normalised by 4 months. Eleven normal or immature hips at day 3 reverted to abnormal hips at week 8. Thus we concluded that the 8 week scan is more useful at detecting truly abnormal hips, avoiding false positives that occur when
scans are performed earlier. These findings were subsequently supported by work published by Darmonov et al in 1996.\(^\text{13}\)

All infants born at the National Maternity Hospital are examined on day 2 of life using the Ortolani and Barlow manoeuvres. Those infants found to have clinically dislocated hips at this time are placed in a Pavlik harness and referred to our orthopaedic service. Those infants who, although clinically normal but were deemed to be at high risk based on certain criteria—(1) first degree relative with congenital dislocation of the hips; (2) breech presentation at birth; (3) a persistent click at birth in an otherwise stable hip—are booked for an ultrasound examination at 8 weeks.

Infants were examined using the static technique pioneered by Graf and colleagues.\(^\text{14, 15}\) All the ultrasound examinations were performed by the same consultant paediatric radiologist (VBD). The use of one radiographer avoided inter-observer variability, which has previously been mentioned by a member of our nursing staff and received a further appointment. All attended for follow up ultrasound scans.

Table 1: Number of infants scanned in each risk factor category

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indication for hip ultrasound</th>
<th>No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Family history</td>
<td>1855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breech presentation</td>
<td>1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persistent click</td>
<td>1698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>5485</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Total number of births during this study period: number of infants at risk in total, and number with dislocation and dysplasia.

The follow up scans revealed that all dysplastic hips had normalised without any intervention. Those who failed to attend for initial follow up appointment were contacted by a member of our nursing staff and received a further appointment. All attended for follow up ultrasound scans.

**DISCUSSION**

Our results show that infants who are historically at increased risk of hip dislocation but who are not clinically dislocated can be followed using ultrasonography, thus avoiding unnecessary hip splinting. We identified a number of infants without dislocated hips but with dysplastic hips on ultrasound who we followed with serial sonography. None of these infants had abnormalities of their follow up scans. Importantly none of these infants had been referred for unnecessary orthopaedic intervention.

These findings represent the experience of a large maternity hospital with over 8000 births annually. All of the hip ultrasound scans were performed by the same consultant radiologist. Through this action we have prevented inter-observer error in relation to ultrasound interpretation.

Developmental dysplasia of the hip is a multifactorial disease with an aetiology consisting of both environmental and genetic factors. Those at risk are so due to either decreased resistance of the hip to dislocation (shallow acetabulum, connective tissue laxity, female gender) or external factors (oligohydramnios, breech presentation, primiparity, and tight clothing). There are certain groups of infants who are at greater risk of developmental dysplasia of the hip. Breech position at birth is seen in about 3% of births, and developmental dysplasia of the hip is known to occur more commonly in this population.\(^\text{16-19}\) Wynne-Davies reported an increased risk to subsequent children in the presence of a diagnosed dislocation\(^\text{10}\) (6% risk with healthy parents and an affected child, 12% risk with an affected parent, and 36% an affected parent and child).

Screening for developmental dysplasia of the hip in the newborn meets many of the criteria for a good screening programme. Developmental dysplasia of the hip is a serious health problem for both the individual and the community; it has a recognisable early symptomatic stage and an accepted treatment for patients with recognised disease. Screening using clinical examination was first introduced in 1969 in the UK following the work of Ortolani and Barlow. Thus clinical examination has been the mainstay of screening; however, this method has repeatedly been shown to be unsuccessful at identifying all cases.

Clinical examination as the sole screening method can achieve good results when performed by experienced...
appropriately trained examiners. However, studies comparing outcomes in those screened by ultrasound and those screened by clinical examination have repeatedly been supportive of ultrasound. The most concerning figures regarding clinical examination and hip dislocation include those of Godward and Dezateux, who found that 70% of children requiring surgery for hip dislocation had not been identified by clinical examination. In addition, a study by Rosenberg and Bialik found that ultrasound had missed only 5% of those with dislocation, whereas examination had failed to identify a staggering 63%.

Ultrasoundography offers a number of advantages over the previously used radiological investigation. Firstly, the test can be performed at an earlier age, namely 8 weeks, whereas reliable x-ray changes require waiting until the infant is 3–4 months of age. We have adopted 8 weeks as optimal timing based on a pilot study in which we found that earlier scanning led to a high false positive rate in the area of dysplasia. These findings were subsequently supported by the study Marks et al in Coventry who performed initial scanning at 48 hours of life and then saw a 90% normalisation of abnormal scans. The second advantage of ultrasound is that it helps to overcome the concerns of over diagnosis and over-treatment. Obviously those with frank dislocation do require abduction splinting; however, in the case of dysplasia, intervention is not immediately required and ultrasound permits the safe monitoring of the infant safely and thus avoids overtreatment. Our experience would suggest that varying degrees of dysplasia ultimately normalise over time. This avoidance of abduction splinting is important as it has recognised side effects, including avascular necrosis of the femoral head, tibial torsion, and femoral nerve palsy.

There have been concerns that ultrasound screening in the first few days of life may be sensitive but not sufficiently specific, resulting in an excess of infants being treated. In one study from Norway there was a large increase in the number of those screened by clinical examination have repeatedly been supported by the study Marks et al in Coventry who performed initial scanning at 48 hours of life and then saw a 90% normalisation of abnormal scans. The second advantage of ultrasound is that it helps to overcome the concerns of over diagnosis and over-treatment. Obviously those with frank dislocation do require abduction splinting; however, in the case of dysplasia, intervention is not immediately required and ultrasound permits the safe monitoring of the infant safely and thus avoids over-treatment. Our experience would suggest that varying degrees of dysplasia ultimately normalise over time. This avoidance of abduction splinting is important as it has recognised side effects, including avascular necrosis of the femoral head, tibial torsion, and femoral nerve palsy.

There have been concerns that ultrasound screening in the first few days of life may be sensitive but not sufficiently specific, resulting in an excess of infants being treated. In one study from Norway there was a large increase in the number of infants being treated. In addition, hip ultrasound allows the opportunity to observe without actual intervention. In addition, hip ultrasound allows the identification of an important subgroup of infants who have clinically undetectable dislocation who would otherwise have presented at a later age, with possible long term effects on hip development. Our study contributes to the present attempts to gain uniformity and acts as a benchmark for other studies.
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